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STUDY OF DISCROONliTION IN TIIE MATTER OF POLITICAL RIGHTS (E/CN.4/Sub.2/L.l47) 
(_£ontinU;ed) 

D. Plan envisaged for the study (paragraphs 22-36) (continued) - . _.........;..._ __ .;;..._ 

Mr. SPAULDING, in response to an invitation from the Chairman, su:nu:uarized 

his previous remarks, which had been interrupted at the close of the preceaing 

meeting. 

Mr. FOMIN did not think tJ;lat the Special Rapporte'Jr 's terma of reference 

permitted him to deal in his report with particular si tue.tions in particular 

countries, to which his attention was drawn. If the Special Rapporteur accepted 

M:r. Spaulding's suggestion, it would be necessary to consider not only theoretical 

progress through legislative action, but also the practical situation in r.egard 

to discrimination and the rate at which the decisions of the United States Supreme 

Court to which ¥~. Spaulding had referred were being put into effect. Tt1e 

Sub-Commission was now concerned with a progress report dealing with the procedural 

aspects of the st,.ldy and there was no reason for considering questions of substance 

in the future report. 

The CHAIRMAN. noted the Spec:lal Rapporteur's intention to use, as a 

general f1·amework for the projected analytical part of his study, the enumeration 

of various grounds of discrimination condenu1ed by article 2 of the Declaration. 

While this appeared to be a wise approach, he believed the Sub-Commission would 

approve a degree of flexibility in re&~rd to the plan to be followed. 

Mr. SANTA CRUZ, Special Rapporteur, said that the decision to omit or 

include reference to any particular country or situation would depend on the 

material ultimately collected. The criterion would be whether such reference 

would clarify any particular point in the study and contt•ibu.te to a more 

comprehensive report. He would be guided at all times by the directive contained 

in operative paragraph .2 of resolution C which the Sub-Commission had adopted 

at its tenth session (E/CN.4/Sub.2/764, paragraph 160). He assured Mr. Fomin 

that in specific allusions and general comments he would refer not o1ily to 

theoretical or legislative progress made in combatting discrimination but also 
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to the degree of factual or practical progress ~de iP t~t field. The method 

outlined in annex I of his interim report (E/CN.4/Sub.2/L.l24) 1 while satisfactor.y 

for preparation of the "countr.y studies", was not suitable for the analytical 

part of the study, for which he proposed to use the framework referred to in 

paragraph 31 of the progress report. 

The question of discrimination in the matter of political rights on grounds 

of nationality, referred to by the Chairman, was an important one1 and would 

be considered in the study. Further points made by the Chairman with regard 

to the rights of individuals in Non-Self-Governing Territories and the situation 

under dictatorships were covered by paragraphs 77 and 78 of the progress report 

and by his reference to. article 21 of the Declaration. He would bear in mind 

the comments made by Mr. Fomin concerniJ:l#Z the position of minorities. 

II. Meaning of the term "discrimination11 in the matter of political rights 

Mr. INGLES agreed with the Special Rapporteur that the literal 

interpretation to be given to article 2 of the Declaration of Human Rights 

was that any measure resulting in inequality of treatment had to be regarded 

as discriminatory. As the Special Rapporteur had pointed out 1 the expression 

"such as" in the first sentence of the article indicated tha:t the list of 

grounds of distinction which it contained was not exhaustive. However, a 

literal interpretation of the article might differ from the legal or 

constitutional interpretation given to it and he hoped to see that aspect 

discussed more fully. In other fields, such as that of employment and occupation, 

the Sub~Commission had not considered the prohibition of discrimination on the 

grounds of the distinctions mentioned in article 2 to be absolute. The 

Sub-Commission had approved the omission from the text of ILO Convention 111 

of reference to language, property, birth or other status as grounds of 

distinction. In the field of political rights, the Declaration did not, in 

its article 21, appear to prohibit discrimination on grounds of national origin. 

Tha·c was an instance where the Declaration made it clear that one of the grounds 

of dis~inction listed in article 2 was not applicable. The Special Rapporteur 

had concidered other possible grounds of discrimination not mentioned in 
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article 2, but he wondered how far it was desirable to go in that direct:i.on.. 

He was interested in hearing further comments on the point but believed the 

Sub-Commission should not be diverted from, its principal task which was to 

consider primarily the grounds of distinction listed in article 2. 

Mr .. :roMIN emphasized that the list of grounds of distinction in the. 

first sentence of article 2 of the Declaration did not claim to be exhaustive. 

T~e list was supplemented by the further grounds mentioned in the second sentence. 

Furthermore, in their reports on discrimination in the fields of education 

and religion, the Sub-Commission 1s other Special Rapporteurs had considered grounds 

of distinction additional to those listed in article 2 of the Declaration. He 

agreed with the attitude taken by the Special Rapporteur and drew the latter's 

attention to an important form of distinction, the poll tax, ~s well as voting 

restrictions on grounds of education, prope~y1 residence etc., which gravely 

affected the principle of universal suffrage. He agreed, in principle, with 

the Special Rapporteur's interpretation of article 2 of. the Declaration and, 

in particular, with paragraph 44 of his progress report. The Special Rapporteur 

for the study of discrimination in the matter of religious rights and practices 

appeared to have overlooked article 29 of the Declaration and had introduced 

an unqualified concept of the right t.o maintain one 1 s religion and belief. He 

hoped that there might be unanimity iu the interpretation of the articles of the 

~ecla.rution by the Special Rapporteurs, as he saw no reason for any difference of 

interpretation. 

V~. I~ said that the Sub-Commission had approved provisions 

in ILO Convention 111 which could not perhaps be justified by a literal 

interpretation of article 2 of the Declaration. While it could be held that 

a distinction of any kind was discrimination, a selective process had apparently 

been adopted and some distinctions appeared to have been considered as 

d~s~rimination while others had not. It was indeed difficult to draw the line 

c.r'~. he felt that article 2 should not be interpreted too literally but in a liberal 

ar,.:~ cG:'.:=~tructi ve manner. 
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Mr. SANTA CRUZ, Special Rapporteur, said tbat none of the articles 

of the Universal Declaration of. Human Rights could be interpreted as an absolute 

prohibition of all distinctions. Article 21, for instance, vthicb laid do-.m 

everyone's right to take part in the government of his country, automaticaJ~y 

excluded persons who were not nationals of the country concerned, and the 

exclusion of aliens from participation in the government of a country could 

not be considered as discrimination. There, as in many other cases, it was 

the motive which decided whether such distinctions were discriminato1;r. 

He felt there was a basic identity of approach between himself and the 

Special Rapporteur on discrimination in the matter of religious rights and 

practices,~~ and. i'aile6.. to understand z..:r. FolDiu' s ob~lection. 

~~ said that t!:Je ~...-o Special Rapporteurs bad not approached 

the Universal Declaration in t~e erune 11ay. Fo~: Mr. Krishnaswami the rights 

laid down in the Declaration were aasolu:'ce; for Mr. Santa Cruz they admitted 

limitations. Their interpretations of the Declaration wers therefore divergent 

and the Sub-Commission co~d not approve both without laying itself open to 

a charge of inconsistency. 

~· SAARIO pointed out that all groups of society obviously could 

not be treated in an identical manner. HOwever, distinctions could be c~lled 

discriminatory only \lhen they wer~ made viith an intention to discriminate. Each 

case must be judged on its meritc. 

Mr. FOMIN said that paragraph 45 of t~e report contained an erroneous 

interpretation of article 29 of the Universa: Declaration of Human.Rights. 

That article did not, provide any justi~ication. for coercive measures, such 

as compulsory voting. ;It .,,o·..U.a. 1:Je advisable fc:c tlle Special Rapporteur to modify 

that part of the :report. 

Mr. HISCOCY.S welc-::lmed the Special Rappor·teur 's analysis of article 29 
of the Declaration, which was ext;remely val1.4.a:o1e. The Special. Rapporteur was 

also to be congratulated on the clarity with w4ch he had pointed out the 
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distinction between the de Jure and the de facto situation regarding 

discrimination on the pert of Governments. There were cases where the 

legislation of a country was aboye all criticism but its a~plication in 

practice left much to be desired.. He hoped. the point would be brought out 

very clearly in the final report. 

The second sentence of paragraph 55 raised a point which pad already been. 

dealt with in the first draft report by Mr. Krishnaswami (E/CN.4/Sub.2/L.l23, 

paragraph 88} 1 vThich was that the mare fsct that a Government alleged. that it 

had imposed a limitation in the publi.c inte!est was not a proof in itself that 

the limitation was legitimate. There was a fundamental d:J.fficulty in interpreting 

all texts regarding human rights, which stemmed from two conflicting concepts 

of freedom. In one case, the rigb.ts of the State \-Jere felt to be pa;ramount, 

and the individual's full develolJment lias considarad to be possible only within 

the State. In the other case, the ~ights of the individual based on natural and 

moral law were held to be of more impQrtance. IJ:be Special Rr.pporteur should 

present botll views clearly, as they had influenced the d:cafters ooth of the Charter 

and of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It was diffictl~t to se.y which 

view had been espoused by the United Nations itself, but he himself felt that 

it stood for protection of the rights of the individual. That view would appear. 

to be supported by articles 18 and 19 of the Universal Declaration in particular. 

However) article 8, sub-paragraph (c) (ii) of the draft Covenant on Civil 

and Political Rights, took no positive sta.r..d "it!: regard to such a question as 

conscientious objection, for insto.n::e. 

Miss MANAS (Commission en the 3t::1t11.: m:' Wom:en) recalled that the work 

of the Commission on the Status of Worr.eu on di.Jcl :i.wiue.tion asainst women in 

the field of political rights had led to the adoption of the Convention on 

the Political Rights of Women, which had now been signed by forty-one countries 

and ratified by.thirty-o~e. The enjoyment of political rights was closely 

linked with the right to take part in the government, the right of equal access 

to public service, and the right of equal economic opportunities for women, 

but progress was slow in those fields and the Commission still bad much to do. 

At its twelfth session, the Commission on the Status of Women had devoted 

considerable attention to one aspect of the question of political rights for 
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women, the access to aLd the exercise of public ~lnctions by women. She read out 

resolution 1 (XII), which the Commission had adopted as a result of its discllSsion 

and expressed the hope that the Secretary-General would be able to comply with the 

request formulated in operative paragra:ph .3 of tha·t resolution. 

The education of women to enable them to participate adequately in public life 

was most important and some progress was being made in that direction under the 

programme of advisory services in the field of hu.man rights. A seminar on the 

civic responsibilities and increased participation of Asian women in public life, 

organized at Bdngl•ok in 1957, had been highly successful. It was hoped that a 

similar seminar to be organized at Bogot6 during 1958 would achieve equally 

satisfactory results. 

Mr. INGLES was happy to note that the Special Rapporteur had put the 

question·of permissible limitations under article 29, paragraph 2, of the 

Universal Declaration clearly before the· Sub-Commission, which must consider how 

far those limitations could go. It was o"bvious that the intention of article 29, 

paragraph 2, was to keep such restrictions to a minimum, and that point had been 

emphasized by the Special RJ?porteur in paragraphs 47 and 60 of his report. 

However, no criterion had been suggested by which the extent of permissible 

limitations could be judged. \·Ihere Mr. Krishnaswami had suggested "the narrowest 

possible bounds 11
, Mr. Sa.rta Cruz h:vl referred to "the strictly essential minimum". 

Article .30 of the Universal Declars.tion, hm-lt::"ler, even permitted limitations short 

of destruction of the rights and frecdo~;Js set forth in the Declaration. The 

Sub-Cpmmission should consider the ~tter 1 with a view .to giving some guidance to 

Governments. If the Special Rappor·~eur drafted basic r'..lles similar to the ones 

proposed by Mr. Krishnaswami for the prevention of religious discrimination, he 

should deal with the question of the extent of permissible limitations more fully. 

The aim was to safeguard the rights of the individual while leaving Governments 

the greatest possible latitude to act as they saw fit for the good of the community 

as a whole. 

l~. SANTA CRUZ, Special Rapporteur, replying to Mr. Fomin, said that he 

had included the reference to compulsory voting in paragraph 45 because voting was 

considered in some countries as being one of the ~ctions of public office. 
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Turning to the points raised by Mr. Hiscoclts and Mr. Ingles with regard to 

article 29, paragraph 2, of the Universal Declaration, he said that he saw no 

reason to confront the rights of the individual and of the State as the question 

had already been settled. The Charter and the Declaration established that the 

rights of the individual rather than the State were the main concern of the 

Unit<.'ld Nations, a1:t~;1oug~1 it was also concerned -w"ith the exercise of those rights 

within the fra;n~·vcrk of U·.e commurri ty. The Declaration itself showed that the 

rights of the Sta~s and cf thP- individual did not necessarily conflict. The 

classic inalienable humc-:n rig~-.ts were laid down in the first. few articles of the 

Declaration; the subseq'.lent articles established that they could be exercised 

only if certain economic and social rights 1 which involved the COJllilll'ni ty, were 

also guaranteed. Finally, the individual's duty to t~1e COlllir.Ui.lity lvas explicitly 

stated in article 29, paragraph l. The Sub-Commission had no need to consider 

the question. The only real problem was the extent of the limitations which could 

legitimately be imposed under article 29, paragraph 2. As the criteria for 

judging action under that article were at least partially subjective, the 

Sub-Commission might usefully give the matter some thought. 

Mr. RISCOCKS, referring to paragraphs 58 and 59, suggested that the 

Special Rapporteur might make an objective study of the various concepts of a 

democratic society. The different interpretations of the relationship between 

the individual and the State represented a challenge which should be taken up in 

the final study because it was clearly relevant, to the manner in which Governments 

were likely to implement articl'e 29 (2) of the Declaration. For example, those 

Governments which held a certain view of the meaning of democracy, might interpret 
11the general welfare 11 in such a way as to whittle down individual rights to a 

dangerous degree. 

Mr. FOMIN considered that it would be dangerous to ask the Special 

Rapporteur to define the concept of a democratic society, however interesting that 

subject might be. He was not expected to present a philosophical treatise on the 

meaning of democracy, which would be totally irrelevant to the basic purpose of the 

Sub-Commission and of the other competent United Nations bodies dealing with human 

rights, but to formulate general and objective recommendations for the adoption of 
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measures to promote the elimination of discrimination in the field of human rights. 

If the Special Rappm.·teQr were to take up Mr. Hiaco<::ks' suggestion 1 the 

Sub-Corr~usslon was likely to be transformed into another political forum which 

wonld mate no positive contribution to the cause of the United Nations. 

!,ir. _liiSCOC~ protested that Mr. Fomin had misunderstood his suggestion. 

The meau:!.ng of democracy, as u..'1d·3rstood by various Governments 1 1vas directly 

pertinent to their implementatiC'1 of article 29 (2) and to the efforts they might 

be expected to make to eliminate discriDrl.natiou. 

lvfr. FO~ pointed out that however 'tilling the Special Re.pporteur might 

be to accept the challenge, it wnuld be impossible for hilll to undertake the 

suggest~d study on an objective basis. Moreover, there was no purpose·in such a 

st~.tdy: vlhile it might be educat::...ona1 1 it could not contribute to the 

Sub-Commission's work on discrimination. 

Mr. MACHOWSKI saw no need to open a debate on the concept of democracy 

in connexion with the analysis of the meaning of discrimination in the matter of 

political right;s. In r':'lality, no country had yet reached perfection in building a 

democratic society; eve":'y State vTEJ.s seeking the best solution according to its 

lights and with its O'.·l'll rescurces, Economic, historical and social factors could 

not be disrega1·ded in assessing the results. However, there was no purpose in 

having the Special Rapporteur make a study of the kind sug~;ested. 

Mr. IIISCOCKS, referring to the final paragraphs of the progress report, 

said that while he was satisfied with the Special Rapporteur's approach to the 

treatment of dependent territories including Non-Self-Governing Territories, 

Mr. Folili..n had drawn Sf:ecial attention to the question of Not::.-Self-Goveruing 

Terri to:.'H'S. He would like to point out that the second paragraph of article 2 

of the D2claration distinguished four categories of territories: "independent, 

true:t, non-self-governing or under any other limitation of sovereignty". It was 

ess;:;;ntial that the same treatment should be given countries in all four categories. 

vihe~:eas Non-Self-Go·\'e:.·ning T:::rri tories were described as such and Gover:t'ments 

responsiole for their administration were attempting to develop conditions 

favourable to self-government, in countries in the fourth category the limitation 

was often not recognized and the disease therefore was likely to persist. 
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Mr. FOMIN, not:i.ng that paragraph 73 gave undischa.rged bankrupts as an 

example of a group j~stifiahly disqualified from the exercise of political rights, 

emphasized that such disqualification was in effect discrimination. The denial 

of political rights on grounds of indebtedness was contrary to all accepted norms. 

Moreov~rJ article 11 of the draft Covenant on Civil and Political Rights prohibited 

the imprisonment of persons merely on the ground of inability to fulfil a 

contractual obligation. S'J.rely if persons could not be im::,;risoned for indebtedness, 

they could not be deprived of their political rights on those grounds. The example 

of undischarged bankrupts should therefore be included in an enumeration of 

unacceptable restrictions on political rights. 

In connexion with paragraph 76 1 be would welcome a clearer approach to the 

relationship between educational level and political rights. Deprivation of 

basic political rights on grounds of illiteracy was definitely discrimination. 

It was a rartic11lerly important problem in territories which had not yet achieved 

independence and in countries just emerging into independence where the illiteracy 

rate was high. To deny political rights on those grounds would be to sanction 

discrimination against huge sectors of the population. Moreover, illiteracy in 

the modern world was doomed to a short life, for the process of education was 

continuous. That fact shou1d be borne in mind, especially as the Sub-Commission's 

task was to formulate l;)ng-term principles. He therefore hoped that the Special 

RaiJporteur would redraft the relevant paragraj_)bs so that the Sub-Commission did 

not appear to be acquiescing in the establishment of educational restrictions on 

the exercise of political rights. 

With regard to the point w~de by Mr. Hiscocks regarding equal treatment in 

· the study for the four categories of countries mentioned in the second paragraph 

of article 2 of the Declaration, he was in full agreement, on the understanding 

that the Rapporteur would deal objectively with the groups of countries included 

in those categories. He did not have misgivings, however, regarding the statement 

in :p!:lragraph 78. There could be no justification for the failure of certain 

Trust or Non-Self-Governing Territories to achieve a large degree of political 

advance~ent, as prescribed by the Charter, after many years of trusteeship or 

colonial rule. 
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MX". KRISBNAS~vfll·i,! was gratified by the Spe~ial Rapporteur's emphasis 

in paragraphs 70-75 on various types of distinctio~s which were not necessarily 

discriminatory, in cor..nexion With the exercise of poJ.:Uical ·rights. With regard. 

tQ p~ssibJ~ discrimination in recruitment to the civil service, it was cecessary 

to consi,~:t" the various systems of administrative jurisprudence and to ascertain 

the esse.,t!al constituents of ad!llinistrative le:w in the va.rious countr~ es before 

deta..""lllil.'l..i.Ilg w;~ether .1t;.stice was boing done to the ir:.dividual. Fbr ex.arr~·le 1 

while t~e system. of o:pen coll'!patit~on for civil service posts was a des~.~able 

one, it was not nece3sarily discriminatory not to ap~ly it in all cases. Some 

of the nnwly .. independent States ><:rere confronted With an acute problem !n the 

recruitm,mt of their civil servi.ce: age levels and other cr;iter:l.a which had 

be~u usztl in b.:'.gbl.y-ct.eve3:-oped couutries could not be app~ied. The Special 

Rapporteur might us<Ji"Plly rf!!fer -to the coi~J.mDn experience of administra.'l .. :tve 

tribunals in that com~e~don. Finally 1 with regard to ~xtending the vote to 

illiterates, mny factors should be taken into account. In some new States, it 

vas J.mpossible :;:·or ·some time to determine ·the educational criteria for the 

exe~cise of political rights because the educational process was 'inevitably slow. 




